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About This Game

In this classical dungeon crawler you delve into 10 floors of finest dungeon crawling.
Collect more than 20 items, and fight aginst more than 20 enemies and bosses.

Master more than 10 spells and be the first adventurerer who reach the the end of the dungeon.

FACTS:
* 10 Floors

* 20+ Monsters
* 20+ Items
* 10+ Spells

* Save at any time
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Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2 Ghz
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Graphics: GPU with 512 MB Video RAM
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I was really hoping this game would be somewhat similar to Katamari Demacy, but in the end it really fell short. While the story
and graphics were fun, the game itself is really quite short and there are very few puzzles and challenges to it. I'd say pick it up
if it drops below $5.. I feel sorry for those who keep whining as to why a game by Frontwing doesn't have an 18+ content with
it. The story itself is enough to keep you hooked. There were a couple of instances where duplication of lines occurred; other
than that, there wasn't a problem grammar-wise for the translation quality.

I can't wait for the volume 3 to come out :). i enjoy this game thoroughly. Except the part where Xbox one controllers need you
to go into big picture mode to work and even when you do that the game doesn't show what buttons you need to press to do what
and even if you learn you still have to press P on your keyboard to go into special attack mode i think its kizuna rush or
whatever but sometimes the controller bugs out and does work and thinks you're pushing it forward so you have to use the
keyboard but you have no idea what buttons to press so you just press them all and accidentally close the game and have to start
the entire level over again. Wait now this sounds like a negative review oops. Well other then the controller problems i really
love this game.. Really neat little game. very short but a lot of fun. really good game, and I can say it improved from the free old
version of this game, although I have one complaint, the game is kinda slower now because of a patch (1.3.0.1 I think) so thats a
problem, before patch it was fast.

Edit: I got it working normally again
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Said that it was fun for the in game money but the game is just not fun on pc. Platforming
☑ Space exploration
☑ Depth
☑ Puzzles
☑ Fun minigames
☑ Decent story
☐ Well known
. cost very little will make your money back from the treasure chest you get makes dota more fun. In short, this is a bad game
which is a copy of
http://store.steampowered.com/app/654990/Dude_Simulator/

If you add this to the basically non-existent gameplay, you can assume that both of the game "devs" use some 3rd party free
stuff, with small tweaks BUUUUT if you look closer at the "devs" names
>The_Kiddy
>Kiddy
you can figure that it's just a one dev that doesn't understand how to make a playable game, but knows how to sell the same
game twice.

All you find here - same model of the character copied and recolored 55 times, in various areas, all you do is pointless hitting
your copies while fighting the bad controls.

You can also find same exact assets here
http://store.steampowered.com/app/368860/Garbage_Day/. It is best adventure puzzle geme for me :D. Hello all. I have played a
Skarsnik campaign, and now I'm in roughly 35 turns with Angrund. I have captured Eight Peaks with both factions. If you are
questioning whether or not to buy this DLC, the answer is you should, if only for Skarsnik's campaign.

SKARSNIK'S CAMPAIGN: I have completed this campaign, and it was great! I always wanted to use goblins, but with other
greenskin campaigns they just aren't a viable army core. They are too weak, had no armor piercing (critical against the Dawi,
the greenskin arch enemy), and waaay to little leadership. The only thing they were good for was supplementing an army if you
had very little teef (money).

Skarsnik has changed everything. Now with nasty skulkrz you have a uber cheap goblin unit with armor piercing, a nice ability,
and stalk attribute! Your generals have an ability tree that spikes goblin attack strength making them formidable on the field,
plus your faction gets all goblin upkeep (and recruitment) at 1\/2 price! Squigs are a new and interesting unit, though it took me
a while before I could recruit squig riders. Overall a very exciting faction that allows you to make use of cool units like the night
goblins, which before weren't viable for me, and maximize attributes like poison as major army comp factors.

When playing the Skarsnik campaign I was able to make fairly quick progress towards securing the initial objective of my
faction; recapturing Karak Eight Peaks. Using my ability to recruit cheap units I was able to build full army stacks well before
my opponents, loot and occupy or sack settlments, with the help of Waaaghs that doubled my force, as I charged south(?)
towards my ancient fortress. I had the Karak Eight Peaks by about turn 20? I didn't try to maintain any settlements I had
captured on my way, simply relying on the sacking and looting boost the greenskins have to maintain my forces and act like a
hord faction essentially.

When you capture Karak Eight Peaks as the gobbos you don't really get a big bonus, or are relieved of any particular debuff, I
hardly even remember what changed, I think it was a 2+ repression bonus or something. So that was a little anti-climactic,
there's no video or anything for the whole campaign. You do get a unique building chain, which is just the ability to get the orc
big'uns and eventually black orcs if you follow the chain. I didn't want orcs in my army though in this campaign, so yeah, no
great shakes really.

Overall a great campaign, I really enjoyed it and am glad that the gobbos are now a good core force in an interesting faction with
it's own little backstory and arch enemy.

CLAN ANGRUND: The campaign with the dwarfs has been very different. The major between the two factions here is that the
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Angrund clan has a MAJOR debuff when they don't have Karak Eight Peaks. All their upkeep is 50% higher. Yup, pretty lame
considering that dwarf units aren't exactly the cheapest things in the first place. A lord has something like a 600$ upkeep unless
you have Eight Peaks.

I found that if you don't want to be trapped in your starting province, achieving the Eight Peaks is imperative, the AI will simply
raid you with orc war parties and harass you with grudges that will destroy your public order and have you running around
constantly repressing rebellions. And even when you complete grudges the meter doesn't go down quickly becuase you have the
overarching grudge of the Eight Peaks as a factor, as if the 50% upkeep debuff wasn't enough. Eventually I realized I was
getting no where trying to defend my "home" province and set out with the only army I could afford for the Karak.

I captured Eight peaks, and when I did my income went from 400 to 2500! Plus your units gain +100% experience from as long
as you hold the Karak, so things have started speeding up. So atleast you get good buffs from having the Eight Peaks. But during
the time my army was gone I have racked up a handfull of grudges that I have to march back to resolve while my public order
gets decimated. That's about as far as I've gotten in the campaign so far, so my opinion could change, but so far it has felt like a
lot of work, not the fun kind.

As far as units go, where Skarsnik gives you a different army comp experience with a new interesting unit model, the Angrund
gives you the same old same old, with new ranger units (that while a little cheaper) I just haven't found particularly useful,
actually a little redundant. I still use them cause, dang it, I'm playing a new Angrund campaign and I didn't start it to use all the
same units.

Anyway, I'm not very impressed with the Angrund Campaign so far, but the Skarsnik addition, and what it offers, made it well
worth the money for me. I'll give an update later on down the Angrund trail and let you know if my mind has changed. If you
want to see sort of what I'm talking about check out HeirofCarthage's Lets Plays on youtube.. Probably the best VR Cricket
game on Steam. All the modes you would want are there! Runs nicely and the realism feels very good.. \u6bc1\u539f\u4f5c.
Check the fine print. CONTROLLER RECQUIRED
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